Thursday, May 25, 2006

Toronto Game Jam Jams Games Out Of Toronto
We've just spotted that the results of the Toronto Indie Game Jam are online, including ten
downloadable titles and seven games that 'didn't quite make it' to a workable stage just yet - and
the selection looks very cool indeed.

All created over a three day period, one of the initial highlights is definitely Kalishnikitty ("Graphically stunning. An animated cat! Parallax
scrolling! Photo realisitc explosions! They owe it all to version control. Be sure to play until the end...")
But also well worth messing with is Glucose Maximus, in which "The goal is to feed the kids running towards the ice cream vendor. There are medic
and ammo resupplying kids that will help you, don't kill them!" Niiice jam, guys!
Posted by simonc at 04:44 PM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Bang Howdy! Gets Public Beta Spittoon
Good news, everybody! Three Rings, the creators of the excellent casual MMO Puzzle Pirates, have
announced the public beta for Bang! Howdy, a multiplayer online tactical strategy game for the PC, in which
"players face off in the steam-powered Wild West, using casual strategy game mechanics in a variety of
gameplay modes."
The game, which has a Beta blog and is "a hybrid between turn-based and real-time strategy gameplay, and
is played in short fast-paced rounds", looks very neat indeed - and it's going to be 'play for free, pay for
items' when it launches, just like a whole bunch of Korean titles like Kart Rider that have been supersuccessful.

Also, damn, it's steampunk, and has a great press release quote: "We been diggin' away in the mines for a good long while and we can finally report
that there's gold in them thar hills," said Michael Bayne, director of "Bang! Howdy" and Three Rings' CTO. "Hitch up yer wagons and get ready to
ride, because yer not gonna want to miss out on all the fun."
Posted by simonc at 10:48 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Warning Forever, Interview For Right Now
Our fave interviewblog Little Mathletics (whose Alistair Wallis may be helping out GSW with some
interviews soon!) has posted a great chat with 'Warning Forever' creator Hizoka T. Ohkubo, and
the intro sets things up really nicely regarding the Japanese 'dojin' title.

The piece explains: "If you were at all unconvinced about the amount of inventiveness in indie games, you'd do well to look at Hizoka T Ohkuba's
Warning Forever. Like bullet hell shmups, but don't want to go through the drag of fighting your way through levels to get up to the bosses? This is
the game for you."
Interestingly, Ohkuba talks (for the first time in English?) about his next game, commenting: "'I'm working on a follow-up now, but it's been slow
recently because I've been busy with my job. I'm aiming to get it finished sometime this year, but I'm sure you'll understand if it doesn't get done.
Knowing that I'm a fan of the retro type 2D games, like Warning Forever, you would think that would be what I'm making, but the next one will be
an action game in 3D. It will be like Warning Forever in the way that it will be simple, and you will be able to play it at any time."
Posted by simonc at 08:36 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Rolston Checks Out (Of Designing The Elder Scrolls)
Over at HardOCP, not generally known for its game coverage, they have an excellent interview with
Oblivion's Ken Rolston, who is newly retired from the company (game designers getting to retirement
age? The industry is growing up!) after a long career in paper/videogaming.

Rolston, who was "lead designer on the Bethesda Softworks fantasy RPG The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind and its expansions Tribunal and Bloodmoon,
as well as on the new sequel Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion", talks about his time, noting of today's game biz: "I preferred working in small teams with
short schedules and smaller budgets, and I don't prefer the slick, polished products of today to the rougher, simpler products of a decade ago."
As for his retirement years? Rolston grins: "I aspire to be the nicest, most charming, most reliable husband, son, sibling, and friend in history.
Against that laudable ideal, I plan to play the accordion. A lot. And sing in close-harmony groups. And wander around and sponge off friends, and
have adventures. And play stupid paper-and-pencil RPGs. And paint toy soldiers. I may also become a positive force in society. Yeah. That's the
ticket." Hey, that's what we want to do, too!
Posted by simonc at 04:15 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Gizmondo - The Story Continuezzzzzzzzz?
Though much of it is rehash, a UK Sunday Times feature story on Gizmondo has a number of
choice investigative-ish extras on the continuing, continuing, continuous story of the v.crooked, v.
failed handheld gaming firm.

We particularly like this quote from Paul Davis of Gizmondo liquidators Begbies Traynor: “No matter how much you spend on cars, watches and
directors’ perks, you just can’t get through a sum as big as this quite as quickly as Gizmondo did.”
There's also some good material on Carl Freer, one of the key figures in the whole mess: "Freer, who celebrated his 36th birthday on Friday,
preferred luxury to performance — hence the chauffeur-driven Maybach. But behind the electric gates of their Hampshire home he and Anneli kept
a Range Rover and a Land Rover Discovery as runabouts. In the garage were a couple of Harley-Davidsons — one with a diamond-etched crank case."

More evidence of overindulgence? "Last year the company spent £2m on leasing cars. It also bought a share in a racehorse. Papers show about
£400,000 was spent on watches, many for potential investors and people with whom Freer wanted to do deals." That's... quite a lot of cash.
[In related news, we got some gangtastic mini-posters for legendary Gizmondo title Colors in the office recently, from the company's former U.S.
PR firm. But we still can't get a copy of the mythical GPS-enabled Gizmondo 'killer app', even though there are some press copies floating around mail us if you've got one spare!]
Posted by simonc at 12:05 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)
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GameSetCompetition: Win Totally Cool Death Jr. Swag!
So, thanks to our friends at Backbone Entertainment, part of super-duper developer Foundation9, we
have a new GameSetWatch competition giveaway, and it's rather awesome.

To help promote the new Death Jr. titles being released later this year (and Backbone's largesse in general), the lucky winner gets the pictured loot
(click on the pic to enlarge!) - a Death Jr. T-shirt, a mini 'C-4 Hamster' action figure (!), and best of all, a special metal Death Jr. Case Core
Coffincase.
This is a smaller version of the cases generally used by exceptionally gothy musicians as instrument-holders, with a Death Jr. plaque on the front, a
beautiful red velour interior, and a copy of Death Jr. for PSP hiding inside it - along with a couple of green Death Jr. lollipops, clearly the highlight
of the whole package.
So, in order to win, you need to answer the following question:
"When Death Jr. and friends appeared on the June/July 2005 issue of GSW sister publication Game Developer magazine, DJ was brandishing a
scythe and pointing to a graph. What 'hilarious' joke descriptors are on the two axes of the graph?"
Please send your answers to editors@gamesetwatch.com any time before Friday, June 2nd at 12 noon PST. There will be only one winner randomly
picked from the correct answers, the judges' decision is final, and the C-4 Hamster will not blow up in the mail, according to its packaging. Happy
trails!
Posted by simonc at 07:41 PM | Permalink | Comments (0)

The Return Of The TigSource
Whoomp, there it is! After a significant downtime, indie powerhouse site TIGSource.com has flipped back into life,
just as swiftly as it exited the stage. With a pleasant new redesign and posts by a number of the previous writers
(Dessgeega, Derek Yu, others!), looks like this could be good news for indie game fans everywhere.

The sidebar for the site says: "I'd tell you that we're back from the dead except we were never really dead in the first place. Just sleeping.
Soundly." Suuuure. While it's been away, other sources we've been forced to peruse have included the ever-reliable GameTunnel, of course, plus
the slightly more casual Jay Is Games.
But our favorite TIGSource offshoot, the Indygamer blog, which was rating and linking to an insane amout of indie titles, has apparently gone on
semi-hiatus "due to personal reasons", as of last Friday. Let's hope that editor TimW restarts, either on TIGSource or his own blog, soon.
Posted by simonc at 04:46 PM | Permalink | Comments (2)

The Exchange Student Gets Adventurous
We always get some odd press releases at Gamasutra, and are happy to reprint them over at GSW,
and the latest is introducing The Exchange Student, "an interactive sitcom and it will be sold online
in the form of episodes, for PCs and Macintosh."

The title is developed in Flash, and features art by Will Eaken (who "has worked on some of the most popular adventure games in the history of the
genre like The Dig and Indiana Jones and the Fate of Atlantis", though perhaps not quite in leading roles) and Dave Rigley (creator of the online
comic 24 and a half.)
The plot, somewhat wackily, "...follows Emilio Carboni, a 22 y.o. Italian student who has never had a girlfriend in his entire life. His friend Vicenzo
just came back from an exchange program in Sweden. Vicenzo was really satisfied with the program since he met a lot of very attractive ladies
during his stay in Sweden. Emilio decides to follow his friend's path. He travels to Sweden to spend a semester there, studying in a city of Sweden
called Västerås. Fate however is not that kind with our 'hero'. The game follows the events taking place from the moment that Emilio leaves his
house in Italy until he completes his exchange program and returns home."
So, we're thinking some kind of Leisure Suit Larry meets American Pie thing, then? The concept art gallery certainly looks promising, if you dig the
LucasArts old-school graphic adventure stylings.
Posted by simonc at 12:01 PM | Permalink | Comments (0)

Falcoon Cornered In SNK Building, Interview Results
The folks at RetroBlast! have hooked up with Coin-Op.tv, a retrogaming specific video site which has
run some neat stuff in the past, and the first combined fruits of their loins are a video interview with
SNK's Falcoon conducted at the SNK offices in Japan.

The story notes: "COIN-OP TV roving reporters Bobby & Alan visit SNK Playmore's overseas location in Osaka, Japan - where they spoke with 'King of
Fighters' Designer and Producer Falcoon! Find out what inspiration drives a guy like Falcoon into the game business and what's in store for the new
'King of Fighters'"
Falcoon is a 'wacky guy', and you can check out the previous Coin-Op.tv episodes on the RetroBlast! site, including such goodness as a Bill Kunkel
interview, plus lots of I Am 8-Bit and California Extreme coverage - we're heartily in favor!
Posted by simonc at 06:14 AM | Permalink | Comments (1)

EverQuest II Goes... Parkouring?

The ever-helpful Aggro Me points the way to one of the craziest MMO-related videos we've seen
here at GSW in quite some time - an EverQuest II parkour video, in which various in-game
characters do 'crazy jumps' across the fantastical architecture of Norrath.

For those not in the know, parkour's Wikipedia article explains that the 'sport' "...(also called freerunning, abreviated to PK) is a physical discipline
of French origin in which participants attempt to pass obstacles in the fastest and most direct manner possible, using skills such as jumping and
climbing."
Oddly enough, there's been a couple of other parkour references in video games recently - Marc Ecko's Getting Up from Atari twinned elements of
parkour and graffiti in a 'tough urban package', and a GDC lecture from the Assassin's Creed team mentioned that the Ubisoft title "strives for real
world rules and drew influence from many sources including parkour". [EDIT: Oop, and Jare points out Eidos' Free Running for PSP, which we hadn't
spotted, and is out this month in Europe!] But heck, this is fantasy parkour with gnomes (elves? goblins? Hell if I know!), and as such, to be adored.
Posted by simonc at 01:10 AM | Permalink | Comments (3)

Virtual Iraq Game Exposes Iraq Veterans To Digitized Trauma
Sister GSW site Serious Games Source, which is running two features per week on the whole 'serious
games' phenomenon, plus a bunch of daily news, for those who dig that type of thing, has a new
write-up on addressing post-traumatic stress through games, and it's pretty interesting and
thoughtprovoking stuff.

The article discusses the Virtual Iraq game, which "is based on the popular commercial Xbox game, Full Spectrum Warrior, using assets from the
game on top of others that have been added", and "uses gradual exposure to trauma in a manageable way, which eventually leads to habituation
and extinction of the syndrome."
Thus, U.S. Army physicians are able to simulate increasing levels of trauma, from "being attacked or ambushed" to more gruesome follow-ons,
"providing 3D sound, vibration and even scents (such as gunpowder, cordite, body odor, garbage, burning rubber, diesel fuel and Iraqi spices)" to
add to the mix, to attempt to produce therapeutic results. It all seems disturbing, but since the initial cause is so disturbing - if it works, or helps,
we're all for it.
Posted by simonc at 12:12 AM | Permalink | Comments (0)
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Kick! Punch! It's all in the Cellphone!
Ever since an urban legend that certain cell phone straps prevent cancer, it has been popular to feature them as promotional
materials. Ever thought how useful it might be to have a weapon strapped to your cell phone? Capcom's got your back,
according to Impress Watch! In order to promote the upcoming Sengoku Basara 2 (a sequel to the series known as Devil Kings in
the US), if you preorder, you will receive one of five hero weapon cell phone straps at random.

Maeda Keiji's staff might also be useful as a fishing rod to snatch rare fish from your friend's aquariums when they're not looking! Date Masamune
(that's as in Dah-Tay, not Win a Date with Masamune) offers his triple set of swords, perfect for pricking random people you don't like in public!
Meanwhile, Saneda Yukimura's dual spears would be good for picking your nose surreptitiously. Chosokabe Morichika's harpoon might make a
wonderful little spear to hold taffy on until you want to eat it later. Last, but not least, Mori Motonari's round, painful-looking dagger thingy
(pictured left) might...help you disguise yourself as a New Age practitioner?
The little weapons will also come with an exciting trading card! Oh boy! Capcom's also planning some other things, such as limited edition covers, a
Sengoku diary and fortunetelling. Oh my! Check back later to see if the new Cooking Mama will come with a set of Ginsu knives!
Posted by szshou at 06:59 PM | Permalink | Comments (0)

COLUMN: 'Parallax Memories' - Snatcher
['Parallax Memories' is a regular weekly column by Matthew Williamson, profiling classic '16-bit'
games from the Sega Genesis, Super Nintendo, and other seminal '90s systems. This week's column
profiles Konami’s cyberpunk adventure: Snatcher]

Junked
Snatcher is a game that many people know, yet few have played. And if you haven’t played it yet, I don't know that I can change your mind with
only a short column even though I will try. One doesn't quite play this game so much as just progress its story. But though its gameplay is lacking,
Snatcher makes up for it in just about every other possible way.
The only English-language version was released in late 1994 for the Sega/Mega CD, although many versions of the game were released over three
generations of Japanese consoles. The game takes full advantage of the CD format; programming tricks increase the number of colors the Genesis
can display on screen, and the extensive voice acting is enjoyable and well produced. While not a commercial success (mainly due to Sega's
mishandling of the Sega/Mega CD), it developed an enormous cult following and is highly sought after to this day.
Neo Kobe Pizza

Gillian Seed has recently been assigned to the Anti-Snatcher task force where he will be a Junker eliminating snatchers—artificial life-forms who
take the skin of humans and wear it. Both Gillian and his wife have amnesia (which doesn't come off as cheesy as it sounds) and are separated as
they try to regain their memories. They make their new homes in Neo Kobe Japan, a city both skeptical and scared of the snatcher invasion which
has been leaked by the press. The scene is set for a sci-fi detective story.
While Snatcher is usually touted as being based on Blade Runner, anyone who has read Philip K. Dick's sci-fi novel, Do Androids Dream of Electric
Sheep? (the inspiration for the film), knows that Kojima was also familiar with it. As both the writer and director of the game, a young Hideo
Kojima shows his affinities for film and literature, even as he masterfully presents a piece of media that could only be accomplished as a
videogame.
Snatcher is basically a menu-based adventure game; even the navigation goes through menus. Occasionally, you will get a shooting-gallery-esque

section where you are to aim and shoot on a grid. The Konami light gun—The Justifier—can be used at these sections (though I can't imagine how it
would be possible). Above the menus, you see your location from Gillian's perspective. "Looking" and "Investigating" will become your friends as you
throw away logically looking in strategic locations and just search and look at everything a couple times before moving on.
Romantic Cyberpunk

I don't mean to sound negative about the game, just its mechanics. The story is engaging and masterfully told. The characters in the game all feel
like more than just two-dimensional caricatures of real people. The relationship between Gillian Seed and his wife is truly touching. Because of the
intimate and personal nature of their conversations, I always felt the need to return to the privacy of Gillian's apartment when calling her, even
though I could have been anywhere. And just like in his most famous series (Metal Gear Solid), Kojima constantly reminds you that you are playing
a game.
I hesitate to give concrete examples for fear of spoiling the parts that make this game so exceptional, but the game twists your perceptions with
questions in a conversation tree, with options in the menus, and even by using your TV against you. Snatcher creates some of the most original and
memorable videogame moments I have ever witnessed.
Looking above, I realize there is too much to say about the game and all its little touches. Touches like the name of Gillian's mechanical assistant
"Metal Gear Mk2," the little homages to Konami games like Goemon and Castlevania, the visual jokes and puns, and personal memos from Konami
staff and Kojima himself. All these things are just a small part of the whole—even combined with the clunky controls—that make this one of the
best stories told in a game ever. On October 27, 2005, Konami renewed the Snatcher trademark, and although all it means is that US law requires
the renewal every five years, at least we know that they have not forgotten the series.
[Matthew Williamson is the creator of The Gamer’s Quarter, an independent videogame magazine focusing on first person writing. His work has
been featured on MTV.com, 1up.com, Chatterbox Radio, and the Fatpixels Radio Podcast.]
Posted by Matthew Williamson at 02:36 PM | Permalink | Comments (2)
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